
Charges for 75 Most Common Inpatient/Outpatient Surgeries in Wisconsin

Froedtert West Bend Hospital

Updated Data Through 2023 Q4

APR-DRG Description Median
Charge

Private
Insurance

Medicare

640 Normal Newborn, Birthweight 2500g+ $5,138 $2,666 $969

560 Vaginal Delivery $17,913 $9,294 $3,380

720 Blood Infection/Septicemia $15,515 $8,050 $2,927

194 Heart Failure $21,947 $11,388 $4,141

751 Psychoses NR NR NR

540 Cesarean Delivery $24,858 $12,898 $4,690

137 Respiratory Infections and Inflammations NR NR NR

775 Alcohol Abuse/Dependence $23,182 $12,028 $4,374

753 Bipolar Disorders NR NR NR

133 Respiratory failure NR NR NR

139 Pneumonia $24,928 $12,935 $4,704

201 Heart Abnormal Rhythm and Conduction Disorders $20,735 $10,759 $3,912

045 Stroke and Precerebral Occlusion with Infarct $30,287 $15,715 $5,715

469 Acute kidney injury $24,157 $12,534 $4,558

463 Kidney/Urinary Tract Infection $24,890 $12,915 $4,696

174 Percutaneous coronary intervention w AMI NR NR NR

383 Cellulitis & other skin infections $9,666 $5,015 $1,824

420 Diabetes $25,492 $13,227 $4,810

750 Schizophrenia NR NR NR

466 Malfunction, reaction, complic of genitourinary device or proc NR NR NR

308 Hip & femur fracture repair $60,023 $31,144 $11,325

710 Infectious & parasitic diseases including HIV w O.R. procedure $38,796 $20,130 $7,320

247 Intestinal Obstruction without Surgery $16,870 $8,753 $3,183

231 Major large bowel procedures $93,583 $48,558 $17,657

058 Other Disorders of Nervous System $14,109 $7,321 $2,662

282 Disorders of Pancreas Except Malignancy $31,365 $16,275 $5,918

175 Percutaneous coronary intervention w/o AMI NR NR NR

254 Other Digestive System Diagnoses $24,444 $12,683 $4,612

053 Seizure $34,462 $17,881 $6,502

190 Circulatory Disorders with Heart Attack $17,437 $9,048 $3,290

140 Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease $19,389 $10,060 $3,658

192 Cardiac catheterization for other non-coronary conditions NR NR NR

304 Dorsal and Lumbar Fusion Without Principal Diagnosis of Back 
Curvature

NR NR NR

862 Other Factors Influencing Health Status NR NR NR

134 Pulmonary Embolism $19,939 $10,346 $3,762

323 Non-elective or complex hip joint replacement $64,851 $33,650 $12,236
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244 Diverticulitis & Diverticulosis $19,196 $9,960 $3,622

263 Cholecystectomy $50,135 $26,014 $9,460

754 Depression NR NR NR

241 Peptic Ulcer/Gastritis $33,413 $17,337 $6,304

426 Non-hypovolemic sodium disorders $12,817 $6,650 $2,418

347 Other Back/Neck Disorders, Fractures, Injuries $31,354 $16,269 $5,916

230 Major small bowel procedures $50,390 $26,146 $9,508

861 Signs & Symptoms $35,884 $18,619 $6,771

249 Other gastroenteritis, nausea & vomiting $18,386 $9,540 $3,469

052 Alteration in consciousness NR NR NR

183 Percutaneous structural cardiac procedures NR NR NR

351 Other Musculoskeletal System and Connective Tissue Diagnoses $18,286 $9,488 $3,450

663 Red Blood Cell Disorders Except Sickle Cell Anemia Crisis $22,456 $11,652 $4,237

280 Alcoholic Liver Disease NR NR NR

403 Surgical Procedures for Obesity NR NR NR

021 Craniotomy Except For Trauma NR NR NR

055 Head trauma w coma >1 hr or hemorrhage NR NR NR

425 Other non-hypovolemic electrolyte disorders NR NR NR

539 Cesarean delivery with sterlization $25,634 $13,301 $4,837

566 Other Antepartum Diagnoses $5,873 $3,047 $1,108

166 Coronary bypass w/o AMI or complex PDX NR NR NR

313 Other Knee/Lower Leg Surgery $67,071 $34,801 $12,655

721 Postoperative and Post-Traumatic Infections $30,983 $16,076 $5,846

253 Other and Unspecified Gastrointestinal Hemorrhage $38,494 $19,974 $7,263

755 Neuroses Other Than Depression NR NR NR

248 Major G.I. Bacterial Infections NR NR NR

326 Elective knee joint replacement $73,913 $38,352 $13,946

773 Opioid Abuse/Dependence $13,470 $6,989 $2,542

284 Disorders of gallbladder & biliary tract $11,817 $6,132 $2,230

171 Pacemaker Implant without Heart Attack, Heart Failure or Shock NR NR NR

199 Hypertension $14,982 $7,774 $2,827

542 Vaginal Delivery with Proc Except Sterilization $21,005 $10,899 $3,963

182 Other peripheral vascular procedures NR NR NR

143 Other respiratory diagnoses except signs, symptoms & minor 
diagnoses

$19,435 $10,085 $3,667

030 Percutaneous intracranial and extracranial vascular procedures NR NR NR

042 Degenerative nervous system disorders exc mult sclerosis $33,227 $17,241 $6,269
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817 Overdose $17,820 $9,246 $3,362

207 Other Circulatory System Diagnoses $24,647 $12,789 $4,650

163 Cardiac valve procedures w/o AMI or complex PDX NR NR NR
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45385 Removal of polyps or growths of large bowel using an endoscope 
with mechanical snare

$8,366 $4,341 $1,578

66984 Removal of cataract with insertion of prosthetic lens $13,785 $7,153 $2,601

45380 Biopsy of large bowel using a flexible endoscope $8,025 $4,164 $1,514

43239 Biopsy of esophagus, stomach, and/or upper small bowel using a 
flexible endoscope"

$7,554 $3,920 $1,425

45378 Diagnostic exam of large bowel using a flexible endoscope $7,107 $3,688 $1,341

G0121 Colorectal cancer screening; colonoscopy on individual not 
meeting criteria for high risk

$6,952 $3,607 $1,312

27447 Replacement of knee joint, both sides of knee" $61,345 $31,831 $11,575

64483 Injection of anesthetic and/or steroid drug into sacral spine nerve 
root using imaging guidance, single level"

NR NR NR

G0105 Colorectal cancer screening; colonoscopy on individual at high 
risk

$7,203 $3,738 $1,359

64493 Injection of lower or sacral spine facet joint using imaging 
guidance, single level"

NR NR NR

62323 Injection of substance into lower spine canal using imaging 
guidance

NR NR NR

64721 Release and/or relocation of hand nerve $8,981 $4,660 $1,694

27130 Replacement of thigh bone and hip joint with prosthesis $65,343 $33,905 $12,329

64635 Destruction of lower or sacral spinal facet joint nerves using 
imaging guidance, single facet joint"

NR NR NR

43235 Diagnostic exam of esophagus, stomach, and/or upper small 
bowel using a flexible endoscope"

$6,457 $3,350 $1,218

93458 Insertion of tube in left lower heart chamber and coronary artery 
for diagnosis with review by radiologist

NR NR NR

69436 Incision of eardrum with placement of eardrum tube under general 
anesthesia

$12,853 $6,669 $2,425

29881 Removal of knee cartilage using an endoscope $26,713 $13,861 $5,040

20610 Aspiration and/or injection of fluid from large joint NR NR NR

42820 Removal of tonsils and adenoid glands (younger than 12 years) $15,718 $8,155 $2,966

52356 Crushing of stone of ureter with insertion of stent using an 
endoscope

$31,409 $16,297 $5,926

43249 Balloon dilation of esophagus, stomach, and/or upper small bowel 
using a flexible endoscope, less than 3.0 cm"

$8,559 $4,441 $1,615

58558 Biopsy of lining of uterus and/or removal of polyp using an 
endoscope

$19,404 $10,068 $3,661

G0260 Injection procedure for sacroiliac joint; provision of anesthetic, 
steroid and/or other therapeutic agent, with or without 
arthrography

NR NR NR

62321 Injection of substance into middle or upper spine canal using 
imaging guidance

NR NR NR

47562 Removal of gallbladder using an endoscope $31,090 $16,132 $5,866

66982 Complex removal of cataract with insertion of prosthetic lens $17,608 $9,137 $3,322

49650 Repair of groin hernia using an endoscope $36,344 $18,858 $6,857
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29827 Repair of shoulder rotator cuff using an endoscope NR NR NR

36561 Insertion of central venous tube with port (5 years or older) $17,488 $9,074 $3,300

49083 Drainage of fluid from abdominal cavity using imaging guidance NR NR NR

41899 Other procedure on teeth and gums $14,518 $7,533 $2,739

64490 Injection of upper or middle spine facet joint using imaging 
guidance, single level"

NR NR NR

58571 Removal of uterus, tubes, and/or ovaries through abdomen using 
an endoscope, 250.0 g or less"

$66,850 $34,687 $12,613

43248 Insertion of guide wire with dilation of esophagus using a flexible 
endoscope

$6,926 $3,594 $1,307

26055 Incision of tendon covering of finger $10,577 $5,488 $1,996

45384 Removal of polyps or growths of large bowel using a flexible 
endoscope with electrical cautery

NR NR NR

58661 Removal of ovaries and/or tubes using an endoscope $27,424 $14,230 $5,174

27096 Injection of anesthetic or steroid into joint between lower spine 
and hip bone using imaging guidance

NR NR NR

93454 Insertion of tube in coronary artery for diagnosis with review by 
radiologist

NR NR NR

23472 Prosthetic repair of shoulder joint, total shoulder" NR NR NR

44970 Removal of appendix using an endoscope $37,516 $19,466 $7,079

66821 Removal of recurring cataract in lens capsule using a laser NR NR NR

20680 Removal of deep implant from bone $23,099 $11,986 $4,358

52332 Insertion of stent in ureter using an endoscope $16,346 $8,482 $3,084

19301 Partial removal of breast $18,251 $9,470 $3,444

92960 External shock to heart to regulate heart beat $6,417 $3,329 $1,211

64633 Destruction of upper or middle spinal facet joint nerves using 
imaging guidance, single facet joint"

NR NR NR

52000 Diagnostic exam of bladder and urethra using an endoscope $12,457 $6,464 $2,350

10005 Fine needle aspiration biopsy using ultrasound guidance, first 
growth"

NR NR NR

19083 Biopsy of breast and placement of locating device using 
ultrasound, first growth"

NR NR NR

49591 Initial repair of sliding hernia of abdomen, less than 3 cm in 
length"

$22,596 $11,724 $4,263

47563 Removal of gallbladder with X-ray study of bile ducts using an 
endoscope

$34,974 $18,147 $6,599

C9600 Percutaneous transcatheter placement of drug eluting 
intracoronary stent(s), with coronary angioplasty when performed; 
single major coronary artery or branch

NR NR NR

29880 Removal of both knee cartilages using an endoscope $32,556 $16,892 $6,143

30520 Reshaping of nasal cartilage NR NR NR

29848 Release of wrist ligament using an endoscope NR NR NR

49505 Repair of groin hernia (5 years or older) $24,762 $12,848 $4,672
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29888 Repair of anterior cruciate ligament of knee using an endoscope NR NR NR

36902 Insertion of needle and/or tube into hemodialysis circuit and 
balloon dilation of dialysis segment with review by radiologist

NR NR NR

19318 Breast reduction $34,909 $18,113 $6,587

66991 Extracapsular removal of cataract with insertion of artificial lens 
and insertion of drainage device in front chamber of eye

$23,891 $12,397 $4,508

42826 Removal of tonsils (12 years or older) $19,663 $10,203 $3,710

42830 Primary removal of adenoids (younger than 12 years) NR NR NR

64718 Release and/or relocation of elbow nerve $21,053 $10,924 $3,972

63047 Partial removal of spine bone with release of lower spinal cord 
and/or nerves, 1 segment"

NR NR NR

38222 Biopsy and aspiration of bone marrow sample for diagnosis NR NR NR

93656 Comprehensive electrophysiologic evaluation with catheter 
destruction of abnormality causing atrial fibrillation (uncoordinated 
contraction of upper chambers of heart) by pulmonary vein 
isolation

NR NR NR

19081 Biopsy of breast and placement of locating device using X-ray 
with needle, first growth"

NR NR NR

17311 Removal and microscopic exam of growth of head, neck, hands, 
feet, or genitals, 1-5 tissue blocks"

NR NR NR

55700 Biopsy of prostate gland $14,109 $7,321 $2,662

30140 Removal of nasal air passage under lining tissue NR NR NR

64624 Destruction of nerve branches of knee using imaging guidance NR NR NR

93460 Insertion of tube in right and left heart chambers and coronary 
artery for diagnosis with review by radiologist

NR NR NR

63030 Partial removal of spine bone with release of lower spinal cord or 
nerves and/or removal of disc

NR NR NR


